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QUESTION 1

A client is trying to start a session from a page that should normally be accessible only after they have logged in. 

When a start page rule detects the invalid session access, what can FortiWeb do? (Choose three.) 

A. Reply with a "403 Forbidden" HTTP error 

B. Allow the page access, but log the violation 

C. Automatically redirect the client to the login page 

D. Display an access policy message, then allow the client to continue, redirecting them to their requested page 

E. Prompt the client to authenticate 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 2

Which would be a reason to implement HTTP rewriting? 

A. The original page has moved to a new URL 

B. To replace a vulnerable function in the requested URL 

C. To send the request to secure channel 

D. The original page has moved to a new IP address 

Correct Answer: B 

Create a new URL rewriting rule. 

Reference: https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortiweb/6.3.0/administration-guide/961303/rewriting-redirecting 

 

QUESTION 3

FortiWeb offers the same load balancing algorithms as FortiGate. 

Which two Layer 7 switch methods does FortiWeb also offer? (Choose two.) 

A. Round robin 

B. HTTP session-based round robin 

C. HTTP user-based round robin 

D. HTTP content routes 

Correct Answer: AD 
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Reference: https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortiweb/6.3.0/administration-guide/399384/defining-your-web-servers
http://fortinet.globalgate.com.ar/pdfs/FortiWeb/FortiWeb_DS.pdf 

 

QUESTION 4

Review the following configuration: 

What is the expected result of this configuration setting? 

A. When machine learning (ML) is in its collecting phase, FortiWeb will accept an unlimited number of samples from the
same source IP address. 

B. When machine learning (ML) is in its running phase, FortiWeb will accept an unlimited number of samples from the
same source IP address. 

C. When machine learning (ML) is in its collecting phase, FortiWeb will not accept any samples from any source IP
addresses. 

D. When machine learning (ML) is in its running phase, FortiWeb will accept a set number of samples from the same
source IP address. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following FortiWeb features is part of the mitigation tools against OWASP A4 threats? 

A. Sensitive info masking 

B. Poison Cookie detection 

C. Session Management 

D. Brute Force blocking 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following would be a reason for implementing rewrites? 
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A. Page has been moved to a new URL 

B. Page has been moved to a new IP address 

C. Replace vulnerable functions. 

D. Send connection to secure channel 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Refer to the exhibit. 

There is only one administrator account configured on FortiWeb. What must an administrator do to restrict any brute
force attacks that attempt to gain access to the FortiWeb management GUI? 

A. Delete the built-in administrator user and create a new one. 

B. Configure IPv4 Trusted Host # 3 with a specific IP address. 
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C. The configuration changes must be made on the upstream device. 

D. Change the Access Profile to Read_Only. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortiweb/6.1.1/administration-guide/397469/preventing-brute-force-logins 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two statements about running a vulnerability scan are true? (Choose two.) 

A. You should run the vulnerability scan during a maintenance window. 

B. You should run the vulnerability scan in a test environment. 

C. Vulnerability scanning increases the load on FortiWeb, so it should be avoided. 

D. You should run the vulnerability scan on a live website to get accurate results. 

Correct Answer: AB 

Should the Vulnerability Scanner allow it, SVMS will set the scan schedule (or schedules) to run in a maintenance
window. SVMS will advise Client of the scanner\\'s ability to complete the scan(s) within the maintenance window.
Vulnerabilities on live web sites. Instead, duplicate the web site and its database in a test environment. 

Reference: https://www.trustwave.com/media/17427/trustwave_mss_managed-3rd-party-vulnerability-scanning.pdf
https://help.fortinet.com/fweb/552/Content/FortiWeb/fortiweb-admin/vulnerability_scans.htm 

 

QUESTION 9

Which operation mode does not require additional configuration in order to allow FTP traffic to your web server? 

A. Offline Protection 

B. Transparent Inspection 

C. True Transparent Proxy 

D. Reverse-Proxy 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

How does FortiWeb protect against defacement attacks? 

A. It keeps a complete backup of all files and the database. 

B. It keeps hashes of files and periodically compares them to the server. 
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C. It keeps full copies of all files and directories. 

D. It keeps a live duplicate of the database. 

Correct Answer: B 

The anti-defacement feature examines a web site\\'s files for changes at specified time intervals. If it detects a change
that could indicate a defacement attack, the FortiWeb appliance can notify you and quickly react by automatically
restoring the web site contents to the previous backup. Reference:
https://help.fortinet.com/fweb/551/Content/FortiWeb/fortiweb-admin/anti_defacement.htm 
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